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SMALL BAGS SPECIFICATIONS
SMALL BAG SPECIFICATIONS

SACS SPECIFICATIONS

Material: LDPE liners in Lined HDPE Bags
Outside colour: black,, white, yellow
Product label: on white paper in strong pocket
Inner liner attached to outer bag
Filled bags sizes (Length x Width x Thickness)

Material:: strong plastic bags
Product
roduct label: self adhesive paper on bag side

27 x 33 x 6 inches (66 x 89 x 15 cm)
27 x 44 x 6 inches (66 x 111 x 15 cm)
Bags on a wood pallet, shrink wrapped (8
( to 10 Wood pallets (1000 x 1000 or 1150 x 1150)
bags per pallet depending on type of product)
LABELLING SPECIFICATIONS
UCI Carbons product name
Activated Carbon

Each bag/sac must have a product label
(see also packaging specifications)
Product labels must be placed in such way, that Net
et weight per bag / pallet
they can also be read when good have been
palletized
Each label includes the following
Lot number
Information:
UCI Carbons
SHIPPING MARKS
Shipping marks are printed on self adhesive paper stickers.
These stickers are placed on the pallet wrap.
PALLET SPECIFICATIONS

All pallets used are four-way
way entry pallets, and meet the ISPM 15 standard including the use of the
IPPC mark, unless specified otherwise in the purchase order.
LOT NUMBER SYSTEM
All supplies follow the UCI Carbons lot number system, details available upon request.

PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF UCI SMALL BAG PACKAGING
Here are Sequential
Sequent Steps we follow to pack in Small Bag

Step 1: Carbon powder filled
illed in
LDPE Food Grade plastic liner
iner

Step 2: 2,5,10,12 and 20 kg LDPE
liners put in lined
ined HDPE bag

Step 3: Additional HDPE final bag put and sealed with sewing machine
achine

Step 4: Marks on bags stenciled
as per customer requirement

Step 5:: Final HDPE bags on shrink wrapped
pallets, stuffed in a container

